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Abstract 
This paper presents a reconfigurable flight control method based on face searching allocation algorithm 
for aircraft with multiple effectors. Besides the function of distributing the desired moments to control 
surfaces reasonably, face searching method is beneficial for the design of the reconfigurable control 
system. It can provide the biggest attainable moment subset and provide the maximum moment in any 
direction. The approach solves different effector failures by the solution of re-allocating the healthy 
effectors. With the redundancy of remaining effectors, the method can compensate the effects of the 
failure surfaces and still provide the same desired control input. Simulation results show that 
reconfigurable control system designed by this method can deal with the different effector failures well.  
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1. Introduction
The safety of aircraft crew and passengers has been an important issue in aircraft manufacturing
industry. A recent aircraft accident statistics shows that “controlled flight into terrain” and “loss of control 
in flight” are the two most important occurrences and involve the most fatalities. Loss of control during 
flight contributes 17% of all the accidents. In order to reduce the accidents caused by loss of control and 
increase the fly-ability of aircraft after faults, failures or structural damage, Reconfigurable flight control 
technique is proposed and studied.  
Reconfigurable flight control system research works with the control of aircraft movement under 
failures. Control surface failure will degrade the character of the aircraft maneuverability. It may result in 
loss control, so control surface failure has important influence on the security of flight. Reconfigurable 
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flight control system can take advantage of the aircraft control redundancy to maintain the control task by 
redistributing the control among the healthy control surfaces and thrust device.  
Pseudo inverse, adaptive control and multiple model switching are early methods used in the design of 
the reconfigurable control system. In 1998 Joseph proposed a reconfigurable method based on dynamics 
inversion [1]. The scheme employed an on-line neural network to adaptively regulate the error in the plant 
inversion and was flight tested successfully.  In 2005 Moon proposed a reconfigurable flight control law 
based on model following scheme and parameter estimation [2]. The method possesses fault detection and 
isolation capabilities, and can updates the control gains to make the system output follow the reference 
output even when fault occurs. 
In recent years, there has been much interest in the development of the control allocation [3]. Besides 
the function of distributing the desired moments to control surfaces reasonably, control allocation 
technique is beneficial for the design of the reconfigurable control system. The redundancy feature makes 
it is possible to obtain control reconfiguration. With the redundancy of remaining control effectors, the 
control system can compensate the effects of the failure surfaces and still provide the same desired control 
input. Compared to pseudo-inverse, generalized inverse [4] and daisy chain [5] allocation algorithms, face 
searching allocation algorithm [6] has the biggest attainable moment subset and can provide the aircraft 
with the maximum desired three-axis moments in every direction. It’s very useful and beneficial for the 
reconfiguration of the system. So this paper will study the face searching allocation algorithm and propose 
a reconfigurable control method based on face searching algorithm for aircraft with multiple effectors.  
2. Convert  reconfigurable control design to control allocation 
Linear dynamic system is a common method to describe the aircraft. The state equation of the aircraft 
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Here is the state vector; is control vector; the desired moment vector , where 
 and  respectively is roll, pith and yaw moment.  is the control effectiveness matrix of the 
effectors. That means that control surfaces generate the desired 3-dimensional moment 
 through the linear mapping . 
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When fault occurs, the control effectiveness matrix will change. The designed reconfigurable control 
system should be able to compensate the effects of the failure surfaces and still provide the same desired 
moments. So that the control effects of the controller will maintain consistent. In order to achieve such a 
requirement, the equation of the fault aircraft should satisfy: 
B B′ ′= =v u u                                                                        (2) 
Here  is the control effectiveness matrix after failure. Divide the effectors into two groups: 
(fault effectors) and (healthy effectors) , whose the control effectiveness matrixes are and . So 
equation 2 is changed to: 
B′ ′u
fu hu fB hB
h h f fB B B= = +u v u u                                                                (3) 
Figure 1 shows the architecture of the proposed reconfigurable flight control system. There is an 
allocator between the controller and actuators. Once failures happen, the reconfigurable control system 
keeps the basic controller unchanged and adjusts the allocator by certain scheme to distribute the lost 
moments among the remaining surfaces, maintaining the same total control effect. Fault information is 
given by the failure detection and isolation system (FDI) 
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Fig.1 Architecture of the reconfigurable flight control system 
Generally there are three types of effector failures. They are stuck position, missing or partially missing 
surface, and floating surfaces.  
1) Stuck position: 
When an effector is stuck, it can not be deflected normally but its effectiveness value does not change. 
That means . After failure, the stuck surfaces still has aerodynamic effect on the aircraft. In order 
to compensate the stuck effector, the output of the allocator should satisfy: .  
fB B=
f f h hB B′− = =v u v u
2) Partially missing surface: 
When partial surface misses, the injured effector can still work normally but its effectiveness value will 
decrease to . For such a situation, we deal the reconfigurable control problem as a new allocation 
problem:  
fB
Bv = ′ ′u
3)  floating surface: 
When such a failure happens, the damaged control surface does not work at all and it has no influence 
on the forces and moments of the aircraft. That means the effectiveness value of the effector equals to 
zero: . So we have to use the remaining effectors to produce the moments, the means:     0fB = h hBv = u
From above discussion it can be seen that the reconfigurable control problem can be deal as an 
allocation problem .Bv = u { |m i i iR u u u∈Ω = ∈ ≤ ≤u u } . For different failures, only the desired 
moments, control variable and control effectiveness matrix are different. After failures, FDI identifies the 
failure type and outputs the fault information. Then the allocator will adjust its law to compensate the 
desired moments. Compared to other algorithms, face searching algorithm has the biggest attainable 
moment subset and can provide the aircraft with the maximum desired three-axis moments in every 
direction. It’s beneficial for the reconfiguration of the control system. 
3.  Face searching method 
To solve the allocation problem, face searching method solve the attainable moment subset ( AMS; 
constituted by )first. Following contents describe its process [7]:  v
Mathematically, the moments produced by control surfaces can be expressed as a mapping of the 
subset of constrained controls into the moment space. M-dimensional control space Ω  has  
bounding surfaces. These facets can be divided into groups and every group has   parallel 
surfaces. Through linear mapping , the parallelism of the new facets mapped by every group 
does not change. However, most new facets of every group are interior of the AMS and only two facets 
are the boundaries of the AMS. These two facets of AMS are farthest away from each other in every 
group. So the boundary of AMS is comprised of m m facets and every facet is a parallelogram. If the 
two face in every group can be solved, so the boundary  of the AMS can be obtained. The method 












ξ is defined by control variable 、 varying free 
within constrains and the other controls being limits. 
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There are  such facet subsets corresponding to the choice i and . Introduce the coordinate rotation 
transformation . Here T  is the transformation matrix which can make the facets of 
2
mC j
v TBu B u′ ′= = ,i jξ  be 
perpendicular to the new axis . According to the orthogonality, matrix  satisfies: l′C B′
(1, ) 0, (1, ) 0B i B j′ ′= = �                                                                      (5) 
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 Suppose that the intersection points between facet subset ,i jξ  and axis  
. Obviously facets which make the  maximum or minimum are the 
two surfaces of the AMS. So we get the AMS. For the allocation problem , suppose that the desired 
moment from the origin of AMS will intersect the boundary of Φ at a single point. The point on the 
boundary of Φ will correspond to a unique point in control space. The controls at this point generate the 
moment on the boundary. Because it is linear, a solution on the boundary can be scaled down to satisfy a 
moment command which is in the interior of . Before the controls are determined, Face searching 
method need to find the facet toward which the desired moment points. Following algorithm is used to 
find the right facet: 
lC′





A facet of AMS can be mathematically described using three vectors: , and .  
points from the origin to one of the vertices of the facet.  and  point from the i-th vertex to the 
two vertices of the facet to which the i-th vertex is connected. Suppose that is desired moment. 
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If the conditions: are met, the chosen facet is the right one.                       
Take into equation 10, controls are obtained:     
0, 0 1, 0 1a b c> ≤ ≤ ≤ ≤
B =u v d i i j ia b c
∗ ∗ ∗
− −
= + +u u u u
4. Simulation 
The following example applies above techniques to solve the reconfigurable control problem. Equation 
8 is the state-equation of an aircraft. The data in matrixes are based on a linear approximation model 
which is linearized at a flight condition of 3000m, Mach 0.3. 
A vB v= +&x x ,                                                              (8) B =u v
[ ]TV p q rα β ϕ θ φ=x         l r l l r r
T
c c e f f e rδ δ δ δ δ δ δ⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦u =  
Where V is the velocity;  is the angle of attack;α β  is sideslip angle; is the roll rate; q is the pitch 
rate; is the yaw rate;
p
r ϕ  is the yaw angle;  is the pitch angle;θ φ  is the roll angle. The controls u  are 
canards, ailerons, trailing edge flaps and rudders.  
Suppose that right canard is stuck at position . Keep the control law unchanged and use the 
method mentioned to solve the problem. The architecture of the allocator is shown in figure 2.  
5crδ = o
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o
For every desired moments outputted by the control law, subtract the moment produced by the 
stuck canard. Then allocate the using face searching algorithm. Give the command , 
and the simulation results are shown in figure 3 and figure 4. It can be seen that the reconfigurable control 
system can make the roll; pitch and yaw angle follow the commands well. 
f fB u
′v 5 , 5 , 5φ θ ψ= = =o o
 
Fig.2 Architecture of the allocator 


























               




























Fig 3.  (a) Response of the roll, pitch and yaw angle                       (b) Response of the roll rate, pitch rate and yaw rate 
5. Conclusion  
The problem of the reconfigurable control system design for aircraft with multiple effectors can be 
converted to a control surface re-allocation problem. So this paper applies the face searching allocation 
algorithm to design the reconfigurable control system.  Compared with other allocation algorithms, face 
searching method can provide the biggest attainable moment subset and provide the maximum moment in 
any direction. Simulation results show that reconfigurable control system designed by this method can 
deal with the failure of effector stuck well.  
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